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TRUST BOARD MEETING
MINUTES

Open Session
28th March 2013

PRESENT: Ms Valerie Bartlett Deputy Chief Executive
Mr Philip Beesley Non-Executive Director
Ms Sue Ells Non-Executive Director
Dr David Fluck Medical Director
Mr Jim Gollan Non-Executive Director
Mr Andrew Liles Chief Executive
Mr Simon Marshall Director of Finance & Information
Ms Aileen McLeish Chairman
Mr Terry Price Non-Executive Director
Mr Peter Taylor Non-Executive Director

SECRETARY: Mr George Roe Board Secretary/Head of Corporate Affairs

APOLOGIES: Ms Raj Bhamber Director of Workforce & Organisational Development
Mr Clive Goodwin Non-Executive Director
Ms Suzanne Rankin Chief Nurse

IN ATTENDANCE: Heather Caudle Associate Director of Quality
Dr Ian Fry Director of Pathology, Surrey Pathology Services (for

minute O-27/2013)

Minute
Action

Declaration of Interests

There were no declarations of interests in the proceedings.

O-23/2013 MINUTES

The Minutes of the Meeting held on 31st January were AGREED as a
correct record.

O-24/2013 MATTERS ARISING

The Trust Board reviewed all of the actions from the previous meeting
and the action log which provided a commentary on progress. The
nominated leads confirmed that all respective actions had been
completed, appeared as agenda items for the meeting or were on track
within the agreed timescales.

Friends and Family Test (refers minute O-7/2013) The Associate
Director of Quality confirmed that the Trust had benchmarked themselves
against the state of readiness of other organisations and the Trust ranked
as the highest for readiness and preparation.

A&E Volunteers (refers minute O-21/2013) The Associate Director of
Quality confirmed that the emergency department was in favour of the
use of volunteers and this would link with the patient experience and
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engagement strategy.

Health and Safety Quarterly Report (refer minute 10/2013) Terry
Price, Non-Executive Director requested whether the Trust had a policy
for a fire which was within the Trust grounds rather than in a Trust facility.
The Deputy Chief Executive would confirm this at the next meeting.

VB

REPORTS

O-25/2013 Chairman’s Report

The Chairman highlighted a number of matters from her report including:
 The Francis Report and the subsequent Government response;
 The staff survey results and A&E performance noting that both

these matters were on the Board agenda;
 The closure of the PCT and thanking staff from NHS Surrey;
 Welcoming the new North West Surrey Clinical Commissioning

Group and Health Watch;
 The retirement of the Trust’s Deputy Chief Nurse, Vanessa

Avlonitis
 The departure of Raj Bhamber as Director of Workforce and

Organisational Development as Raj would have left the Trust prior
to the next Board meeting.

The Board NOTED the report.

O-26/2013 Chief Executive’s Report

The Chief Executive presented his report highlighting that Louise
McKenzie, the Trust’s new Director of Workforce Transformation, would
commence in post on 29th April.

The Board NOTED the report.

QUALITY AND SAFETY

O-27/2013 Surrey Pathology Services Annual Review

Dr Ian Fry, Director of Pathology, Surrey Pathology Services, presented
the report which provided the first annual review of Surrey Pathology
Services. Dr Fry highlighted that:

 Governance structures and operational management was now in
place with leadership teams established;

 2012/13 financial targets had been met;
 External assessments were part way through and these had not

highlighted any issues to date;
 Discussions continued on how to develop and grow the business

over the next five years;
 Main challenges had been the integration of IT onto a single

system and staff morale following the reorganisation.
 Discussions continued with the Royal Marsden, Brighton and East

Sussex in relation to their specialist work;
 The University of Surrey Veterinary school and SPS were working

together;
 In performance terms activity was up on the ASPH site with

sickness absence at tolerable levels and appraisal and mandatory
rates, which although difficult at the start, were improving;
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 The key priorities in 2013/14 were to complete external
inspections, improve staff morale, meet key performance
indicators and improve links with the community.

Following the end of the presentation Board members were invited to ask
questions.

Sue Ells, Non-Executive Director, believed that as a learning organisation
it was important to understand any lessons which could be learnt from
the commencement of this joint service. Dr Fry noted two points. Firstly
that the processes put in place to deal with the prospective changes up
to the point of deployment had been satisfactory but that more time was
needed after this point explaining to staff the changes that had been
made and their impact. Secondly, in relation to IT nothing would be done
differently but lessons should be learned of the importance of using
external experts that can analyse the challenges at hand.

Phillip Beesley, Non-Executive Director, requested assurance that the
targets set for 2013/14 would be met within the time allocated. Dr Fry
assured the Board that whilst more work was needed to achieve all
targets in 2013/14 the year would demonstrate significant improvements
with 90% of the targets being met. Phillip Beesley sought further
assurance that where targets were not achieved there was not a
resultant impact on patients. Dr Fry confirmed that there was no
increased impact on patients with high target thresholds having been set.

The Medical Director highlighted that the Trust had seen a poor staff
survey result from this area and whether this result had been replicated
across the three Trusts. Dr Fry noted that with Royal Surrey County
Hospital’s (RSCH) service not having been affected their survey results
had not deteriorated. However Frimley Park Hospital (FPH), whose
service had experienced the most change, had been most affected in
their staff survey results. Appraisal results were particularly poor due to
capacity constraints within the senior team. A service improvement
programme had been put in place with proposals for a further stress
survey and encompassing action plans.

The Chief Executive thanked Dr Fry for his presentation and set out the
reasons why this network had been developed. Firstly it was a clinical
generated network rather than one imposed by management, secondly
cost savings would lead to a £4m reduction from the cost base in
2013/14 with £0.9m of this attributable to ASPH and thirdly the
operational skills and expertise within the network would enable growth
and additional business. The changes had been difficult but the key
performance indicators were now looking stronger.

Peter Taylor, Non-Executive Director, commented that the financials
presented were confusing and it did not enable a clear analysis of
whether ASPH was gaining financially from this network. Dr Fry
confirmed that the network was breaking even at present but that the
financials were presented over three different accounts, SPS, ASPH and
PPS which involved RSCH and FPH. The Director of Finance and
Information would present a report to the Finance Committee on this
financial information.

A post implementation review would be conducted a presented to the
closed session of the Trust Board.

The Board NOTED the report.

SM

SM
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O-28/2013 IGAC Annual Report

Phillip Beesley, Non-Executive Director and Chair of IGAC, presented the
IGAC Annual Report which identified key achievements of IGAC for the
period April 2012 to February 2013, and indicated the key areas of work
for the period from March 2013 to February 2014.

The Board were informed that the frequency of meetings had recently
changed and the Committee would now be meeting monthly with the
Clinical Governance Committee and Risk Scrutiny Committee reporting
into it. The Committee’s role was to track and monitor areas of concern
and the actions to mitigate these. Such concerns included pressure
ulcers, falls and CQC action plans. A new Quality, Experience, Workforce
and Safety (QEWS) dashboard had been approved at the last meeting
and this would provide a triangulated view of the hospital at a ward and
clinical area level across a number of key indicators.

The Associate Director of Quality provided further detail to this
dashboard with the Quality element focusing on ‘best care’ performance,
the safety thermometer and VTE, the Experience element on PALS and
complaints and the Friends and Family, the Workforce element on
Agency usage, establishment and acuity and the Safety element on
indicators such as infection rates and pressure ulcers. Each ward would
be RAG rated from level 0 to level 4 to provide a predictor tool for the
Trust and the Committee.

The Board NOTED the report.

O-29/2013 Quality Report

The Medical Director and Associate Director of Quality introduced the
Quality Report. This pulled together the dashboard with associated
commentary on exceptions and the best care dashboard.

The following points in the report were highlighted:

 Crude mortality for the month was 1.9% which was just below the
target for in-hospital deaths;

 The SHMI and RAMI were well within target;
 Infection rates were currently good although the 2013/14 MRSA

target was zero;
 There had been an additional two hospital acquired VTE cases in

the last month taking the total to 24;
 Patient moves were higher than planned due to the emergency

pressures;
 Two out of three NPSA alerts had now been closed with one

remaining outstanding relating to spinal needles. With no national
mechanism for closing this alert it remained open in c.70% of
hospitals. The Interim Deputy Medical Director was in the process
of contacting other Trusts and suppliers to seek a solution.

 Complaints had reduced although those relating to discharge
complaints had risen.

 There was an improvement plan in place to address pressure
ulcers and whilst the number of falls were decreasing those falls
which resulted in harm had increased. Phillip Beesley, Non-
Executive Director, requested assurance that the Trust was
investing in equipment to proactively prevent falls. The Associate
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Director of Quality assured the Board that the Trust was following
the appropriate guidelines to prevent falls and was reviewing the
potential for using vitalpac – an electronic system which would aid
this.

 A new best care dashboard was being piloted on a surgical ward
which had been developed following learnings from a trip to
Salford Royal NHS foundation trust in 2012. This dashboard rated
a ward from level zero to level four with a best rated ward, known
as blue status, being rated only every 10 months. Blue status
could only be achieved via assessment at a panel chaired by the
Chief Nurse.

 The draft quality account for 2012/13 and the targets set for
2013/14 would be presented to the Trust Board in April.

The Board NOTED the report and ENDORSED the Quality Account
priorities for 2013/14

SR

O-30/2013 Patient Panel Report

Sue Ells, Non-Executive Director, introduced the paper which highlighted
issues discussed at Patient Panel to be raised at Board. Although the
Panel had met in the week of the Board meeting the paper highlighted
those issues discussed at the previous meeting on 26th February 2013.
The Associate Director of Quality responded to these issues noting:

 A standalone group to consider signage in outpatients was
welcomed and would be considered further by the Head of
Estates and Facilities;

 The audiology appointment and referral process had been
communicated to all GP’s via letter 18 months ago. This letter
would be re-sent.

 A significant change had recently been made to the menu offered
to patients although there is occasion when the choice is
hampered by time constraints.

 There is a current piece of work in relation to the central booking
system and Patient Panel involvement was welcomed.

 There was continued effort to ensure the telephones were
manned outside of working hours by the nursing staff. The
Director of Finance and Information confirmed that investment
was being made to automate the front end of the system and this
should be in place within the next quarter. The Deputy Chief
Executive offered to present to the Patient Panel on the work
undertaken on telephone response times.

 That Medinet were a company used to increase capacity for the
Trust and they were an organisation who work with NHS
hospitals.

The Chairman and Chief Executive confirmed that further consideration
would be made to the linkage between the Patient Panel and the Trust
Board and that the issues raised in the paper could be dealt with at
Patient Panel with appropriate representation from the Trust to respond
to concerns.

The Board NOTED the paper.

VB

O-31/2013 Staff Experience and Feedback

The Chief Executive introduced the paper which presented an overview
of the results of the National Staff Survey 2012, as published on 28th
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February 2013. Although discussions of Board members had taken place
prior to this date this was the first public Board meeting since the results
had been published. The Chief Executive confirmed that significant
improvements were required and that this was a key priority for the Trust
moving forward. Action plans developed in the prior year had not had the
required impact and hence a listening exercise was underway to
understand the key concerns and themes raised by parts of the Trust.
This exercise involved the Chief Exercise speaking with individual teams
which had scored poorly in the survey and the majority of these meetings
had now taken place. The Board had also undertaken a development
session the previous day looking at culture and the broader, long term
actions required to improve staff satisfaction. An approach resulting from
this exercise would be developed by the end of April.

The Chief Executive’s ‘Sounding Board’ was another method of listening
to staff concerns which encompassed roughly 40 staff from across the
Trust to advise and provide sounding on issues and concerns.

Sue Ells, Non-Executive Director, expressed the opportunity the Trust
had with a new Director of Workforce Transformation coming into post in
late April and the establishment of the Workforce Committee in May.

The Board NOTED the report.

PERFORMANCE

O-32/2013 Balanced Scorecard

The four quadrants of the Balance Scorecard were considered.

Patient Safety and Quality: This quadrant was addressed in the Quality
report.

Workforce: The Chief Executive highlighted that agency staff would be
one of the key Project Management Office (PMO) projects in 2013/14.

Clinical Strategy: The Medical Director highlighted that the scorecard
reflected the operational pressures the hospital was currently
experiencing particularly around the four hour waiting time target. Other
indicators demonstrated that:

 The emergency conversion rate was low,
 Admissions from nursing homes was good
 Ambulatory care pathways had reduced in February.
 Re-admissions would be a key project for the PMO for 2013/14.
 Vascular market share had reduced predominantly due to the

Trust not receiving work from SASH as expected.
 Emergency activity was green which reflected that pressures in

the emergency department were being caused by frailer and
more acute attendances rather than by volume.

 Elective activity was below target highlighting that some demand
management schemes were starting to work.

Finance and Efficiency: The Director of Finance and Information
confirmed that the Trust had had a strong month in February and the
expectation was that the planned surplus of £3.3m would be achieved.
The Trust had agreed a settlement with its Commissioner and this had
been received. Length of stay was now green on the scorecard and was
progressing well. Outpatient DNA, daycase rate and theatre utilisation
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was not progressing as planned and these projects would be moving into
the PMO in 2013/14.

Board members expressed the importance of improving theatre utilisation
with the Deputy Chief Executive confirming that deep seated issued
would take to resolve but it was planned improvements to the planned
care pathway and the divisional structures would aid with this.

The Board NOTED the report.

O-33/2013 Performance Report

The Deputy Chief Executive introduced the report which focussed on the
planned care pathway and emergency care.

Planned care was performing well with all targets met for quarter four.
The long waiters detailed within the report in Lithotripsy were now
resolved with wait times subsequently reducing. The Trust had invited the
Intensive Support Team (IST) to review the pathway in December 2012
and their report in January 2013 had provided positive assurance with a
number of recommendations for improvement. These focused on
demand and capacity work, performance systems, data and bookings
systems and procedures. The Board would receive a presentation from
the IST on their review and how Non-Executive Directors can obtain
assurance around the planned care pathway at the Closed session in
April.

The Deputy Chief Executive confirmed that the Trust did not expect to
meet the four hour waiting time target with an expected performance
against the 95% target of 92-92.5%. This failure had been driven by
acuity with an increase in majors patients, the lack of investment and
instability within the local health economy to meet winter pressures and
the increase in complex discharges with the number of people waiting to
be discharged averaging at 40-50 in Quarter one through to quarter three
but 80-90, and peaking at 103, in quarter four. The national context was
presenting a similar picture with Monitor recently publishing a report
which identified that 36% of acute trusts had missed the waiting time
target at quarter three, a quarter which ASPH had achieved, and current
figures indicating that 27 of the 37 trusts in the South of England would
not achieve the quarter four target.

The Deputy Chief Executive confirmed to the Board the progress which
had been made despite the forecast failure of quarter four. The IST had
confirmed in December 2012 that the new model of care in the
emergency department had been implemented with actions complete.
Clinical engagement was also far improved from the prior year with
strong candidates having been appointed to substantive positions within
A&E. In 2013/14 the actions implemented would continue to be
embedded to ensure the improvements made were sustainable.

Peter Taylor, Non-Executive Director sought assurance that there was
confidence that performance would be back on track in 2013/14. The
Deputy Chief Executive assured the Board that the model of care worked
and the right team was now in place to deliver this however risks
remained predominantly due to elements of the pathway which were out
of control of the Trust. The level of complex discharges had reduced to
70 in the current week which was a positive sign for the performance of
quarter one.
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The Board NOTED the report.

O-34/2013 Finance Committee Minutes

Jim Gollan, Non-Executive Director and Chair of the Finance Committee
presented the minutes of the Finance Committee meetings held on 23rd
January 2013 and 20th February 2013 highlighting that a contract
settlement had now been agreed, the Trust were on track to deliver the
£3.3m surplus which was an extremely good result and the Charitable
Committee would soon meet for the first time.

The Board NOTED the minutes.

O-35/2013 Audit Committee Minutes

Terry Price, Non-Executive Director and Chair of the Audit Committee
presented the minutes of the meeting held on 23rd January 2013
highlighting two recent internal audit reports which had provided limited
assurance and which the implementation of recommendations were in
progress. Six other reports which had been presented at the March
meeting had received substantial assurance. The Audit accounts and
Annual Report timetable is on track with an additional Board meeting
scheduled for 28th May to approve these.

The Board NOTED the minutes.

O-36/2013 Audit Committee Terms of Reference

Terry Price, Non-Executive Director and Chair of the Audit Committee
presented the terms of reference of the Audit Committee which had been
reviewed at its meetings on 23rd January 2013 and 20th March 2013.
The key change highlighted was the insertion of two new duties in
relation to the Committee’s interaction with the Council of Governors.

The Board APPROVED the Terms of Reference.

STRATEGY AND PLANNING

O-37/2013 Annual Business Plan and Budget

The Director of Finance and Information presented the Business Plan for
2013/14 which set out the priorities for the Trust in the year ahead and
how the plan will be implemented and monitored. Two key priorities in
2013/14 were achieving the highest possible quality standards and
improving staff satisfaction. Plans would be delivered through the PMO
and monthly Speciality Reviews.

Financially the Trust was planning a £3m surplus which would result in a
Financial Risk rating of ‘3’. The EBITDA margin was forecast to increase
to 7.5%, from 7% equating to £17.4m with cost improvement plans of
£11.8m. The Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) QIPP was $3m year
in the year ahead with potential CQUIn payments of £5m. Due to the
Cath labs and Managed Equipment Services contract 2013/14 was a
year which required large capital investment.

The Chief Executive emphasised that alongside the improvement in the
waiting time target and staff satisfaction there was real confidence in the
plans for 2013/14 with the Service Level Agreement due to be signed
later that day and strengthened commissioning with an example being
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the £2m of enablement funds from the CCG to be re-invested into
improvement in the emergency care pathway.

The Board APPROVED the business plan.

O-38/2013 Information Governance Toolkit

The Director of Finance and Information presented the annual
Information Governance toolkit self-assessment for submission
highlighting the objective of the Trist to achieve a score of two on each of
the 46 categories which had been achieved in the year with seven
categories at level three and 38 at level two. This demonstrated good
progress from the prior year. The Toolkit had been independently
checked which had provided substantial assurance. Matters to be raised
to the Board’s attention included the number of information governance
incidents which had increased in the year and the 95% target in terms of
training which had been met.

The Board APPROVED the toolkit.

O-39/2013 Health Informatics Report

The Director of Finance and Information presented the report
highlighting:

 The telehealth care agenda which the Trist were developing with
the CCG;

 Eprescribing which was now at the end of the tender phase with
additional assurance sought on the final bidders;

 The need for a more encompassing system for i-bleep and
vitalpac and the potential joint work with Royal Surrey County
Hospital with this work. There was potential for a framework
agreement by the autumn. The Director of Finance and
Information would bring a separate paper on the various
electronic document management options available to the Trust;

 The PACS transfer which was in the process of going live.

The Chairman questioned the length of time to achieve a full electronic
document management system and the fact that the recent Francis
report had highlighted that sufficient and reliable data was key. The
Director of Finance and Information confirmed that such an electronic
system was at least two years away from being implemented.

The Board NOTED the report.

SM

REGULATORY

O-40/2013 Revisions to the Trust Constitution

The Head of Corporate Affairs introduced the paper which detailed
proposed revisions to the Trust Constitution which had been approved by
the Council of Governors at their February Council meeting. These
changes had been previously been discussed by the Board at the
January meeting.

The Board APPROVED the changes to the Trust Constitution.

ANY OTHER BUSINESS
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None
O-21/2013 QUESTIONS FROM THE PUBLIC

In response to a question from the public the Associate Director of
Quality confirmed the importance of the Friends and Family Test and the
state of readiness of the Trust. It was important that although the target
was 15% of returns the Trust would aim for a higher figure to obtain a
greater level of patient feedback to enable measurement of improvement
and patient perception.

O-22/2013 DATE OF NEXT MEETING

The next open meeting of the Trust Board would take place on 25th April
2013 at Ashford Hospital.

Signed: ……………………………………………………………….
Chairman

Date: 25th April 2013
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SUMMARY ACTION POINTS
Board
Date

Minute Ref Topic Action Lead Due Date
Comment as 24th

January ‘13
Status

25/10/12 O-133/2012 Quality report
Investigation of dashboards not
reconciling.

SR Nov ‘12 Continuing investigation. 

25/10/12 O-139/2012
Sustainable

Development

Update to be provided on how
engagement will be sought with
other users of the Trust.

VB Apr ‘13
Sustainable development
on agenda.



25/10/12 O-139/2012
Sustainable

Development

Future Sustainable
Development report to include
update on where Trust is in
relation to 10% target by 2015.

VB Apr ‘13
Sustainable development
on agenda.



25/10/12 O-141/2012
Quest Open

Day

Further time for the Board to
consider the learnings from the
Quest open day at Salford
Royal.

AmcL Mar ‘13

Report on Francis on the
agenda which
encompasses values and
learnings from the Quest
Open Day.



29/11/12 O-158/2012

Workforce
Committee
Terms of

Reference

Number of members on the
Committee to be considered
with revised Terms of Reference
circulated if appropriate.

RB Feb ‘13

Terms of Reference being
reviewed by incoming
Director of Workforce
Transformation.

31/01/13 O-7/2013
Friends and
Family test

Benchmark against East of
England test results.

SR Mar ‘13
Update included within the
Quality Report.



31/01/13 O-7/2013
Outpatient

appointment
letters

Presentation of report on the
programme of work to Board.

VB Apr ‘13

Report was presented to
TEC in April. Revisions to
be made and presented to
Board in May.
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Board
Date

Minute Ref Topic Action Lead Due Date
Comment as 24th

January ‘13
Status

31/01/13 O-8/2013
Board

Assurance
Framework

Revision of risk relating to
financial pressure on NHS
Surrey to be increased.

GR Apr ‘13

Revised BAF on agenda.
New financial year has led
to risk of financial pressure
being decreased at this
time.



31/01/13
O-10/2013

and 24/2013

Health and
Safety

Quarterly
Report

Review as to whether the Trust
had a policy for a fire which was
within the Trust grounds rather
than in a Trust facility.

VB Apr ‘13

Trust fire policy relates to
Trust premises which is
defined as land and
buildings.



31/01/13 O-12/2013
Compliance
Framework

A report to Board on the IST
visit and the planned changes to
elective care.

VB Mar ‘13

Item moved to April to
coincide with planned IST
presentation to Board as
part of the Closed session.



31/01/13 O-12/2013
Compliance
Framework

Consideration of the master
class prior to the March Board
meeting reviewing the
operational areas which the
Board should focus on in
obtaining assurance in 2013/14.

RB Mar ‘13

Board assurance item on
the elective pathway (from
the DH Intensive Support
Team) presented to Closed
Board in April 2013.



31/01/13 O-15/2013

Equality and
Diversity
Annual
Report

Board to consider and approve
the key milestones and
action plans.

RB Mar ‘13 On April agenda. 

28/03/13 O-29/2013
Quality

Account

The draft quality account for
2012/13 and the targets set for
2013/14 would be presented to
the Trust Board.

SR Apr ‘13
Included within the Quality
report.
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Board
Date

Minute Ref Topic Action Lead Due Date
Comment as 24th

January ‘13
Status

Action due at a future meeting

28/06/12 O-69/2012

Quality,
Safety and

Risk
Management

Strategy

Review progress in one year SR Jul 2013 Not due ND

29/11/12 O-152/2012
Medical

Revalidation
Report to Board on the results
of the first year re-validation.

DF Apr ‘14 Not due ND

28/03/13 O-27/2013

Surrey
Pathology
Services
financial

information

Presentation to Finance
Committee on the SPS financial
information.

SM May ‘13 Not due ND

28/03/13 O-27/2013

Surrey
Pathology
Services
review

Post implementation review to
be presented to Closed trust
Board.

SM Jun ‘13 Not due ND

28/03/13 O-30/2013
Patient Panel

Report

Presentation to the Patient
Panel on telephone response
times.

VB May ‘13 Not due ND

28/03/13 O-39/2013

Electronic
document

management
options

Report to Board on options
available.

SM Jun ‘13 Not due ND

Key
--- On Track according to timetable ND Not due yet
 Completed according to timetable
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